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I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by
Gulugawa in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 10 minutes ago

Oh, ok.....I was gonna say....

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by
Gulugawa in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  4 points 19 minutes ago*

Edit. Above most likely not Dennis.

permalink context full comments (97)

Dennis Toeppen didn't see a conflict of interest in trying to be on
the Board of Trustees of CUMTD.  by DaggerChelsea in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  3 points 29 minutes ago

hahahaha, Dennis the deadbeat.

permalink context full comments (16)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by
Gulugawa in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  6 points 3 hours ago

Someone should post this in
http://www.reddit.com/r/anonymous with all of the links to
Suburban Express

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by
Gulugawa in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  4 points 6 hours ago

Ohh agreed!

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by
Gulugawa in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  5 points 6 hours ago

I'm not Dennis. Many can vouch for that.

permalink context full comments (97)

A nice little rhyme on a toilet door at my uni.  by marcusnuccio in
funny

[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 6 hours ago

Beautiful poetry

permalink context full comments (269)

IAMA former Drew's Pizzeria employee, AMAA  by
DrewsPizzeriaGuy in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 6 hours ago

What happened to One World before Drews came in?

permalink context full comments (29)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  28 points 8 hours ago*
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Suburban Express is claiming Bharat did it!!

http://www.suburbanexpress.com/bharatponnaluri/

http://i.imgur.com/qSWO5VO.jpg

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  32 points 8 hours ago

No, I believe it is harassment

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  12 points 8 hours ago

Let's let the cameras show who did it :-)

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  7 points 8 hours ago

Did anyone see ANYTHING? If they did, you should message the OP.

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  15 points 9 hours ago*

Dennis, given your continued posts about and obsession with sex, one can only deduce you are sexually
frustrated.

permalink context full comments (97)

I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about me  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  71 points 9 hours ago

File a police report, they have access to the cameras. Dennis' page on you will show he had motive.

permalink context full comments (97)

Was riding CUMTD, who decided this was a good idea?  by wchill in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 4 days ago*

In response to Dennis Toeppen posting private and personal information on Reddit as a means of harassment:
This is the epitome of Dennis, the I have no life so I am going to troll on Reddit since my mommy didn't hug
me, Toeppen. Don't you have anything better to do on a Friday night? Oh wait, no you don't.....you have no
sex life and no friends. Seems about right.

permalink context full comments (54)

That's pretty cool  by Agent1108 in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 13 days ago*

Holy fuck...I know this kid. He friended me on FB a few months back since we are both from the same Chicago
area.

permalink context full comments (163)

Buy Insomnia Cookies today to support the Illini Service Dogs!  by Ferrumy in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 14 days ago

You have the emotional intelligence of a 5 year old.

permalink context full comments (4)

What new restaurant/service would you like to see on campus?  by GupGup in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 14 days ago

Another place that would be absolutely huge on campus would be the CHeBaHut: http://chebahut.com/

It was actually founded by a U of I alum.

permalink context full comments (76)

What new restaurant/service would you like to see on campus?  by GupGup in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  7 points 15 days ago
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Pleaseeee, Pita Inn. They have locations in Wheeling and Skokie now

permalink context full comments (76)

A local pizza place in my college town gives free pizza to girls who show their breasts  by MuffGoblin in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 15 days ago

Champaign, IL on Green St.

permalink context full comments (1440)

A local pizza place in my college town gives free pizza to girls who show their breasts  by MuffGoblin in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 15 days ago

Champaign, IL

permalink context full comments (1440)

I think he meant "jazz lover," but..... That's not how I read it...  by konf323 in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  0 points 17 days ago

What happens when he goes to a gas station for a fill up?

permalink context full comments (130)

everytime I try to build an IKEA furniture  by kukas in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 17 days ago

Did someone just spike my brownies?

permalink context full comments (709)

Give me five!  by InvincibIe in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 17 days ago

Access. Denied.

permalink context full comments (516)

MTD is at it again!  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 18 days ago

Wrong MTD.

permalink context full comments (1)
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sorted by: 

SubEx Trying to Buy Off Riders  by you-could-win in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  3 points 21 days ago*

Just remember....if you "like" Suburban Express' page,
Dennis will know your full name. That alone is scary.

permalink context full comments (4)

What is the best way to find street parking
in Chicago?  (self.chicago)

submitted 23 days ago by FreshouttaWater  to
chicago
10 comments share

Taking a selfie was freaking complicated back in the day  by
j1002s in funny

[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 24 days ago

I remember those! They were so freakin cool for the time!

permalink context full comments (209)

Where can I get a hard copy of windows 7?  by damsonpie in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 25 days ago

Yep, I think you can download the 30 day trial here:

https://webstore.illinois.edu/Shop/search.aspx?
keyword=windows+7

permalink context full comments (1)

My Irish cousin was visiting us in Canada and proudly proclaimed
he could out drink us all! Dog was amused.  by skipitt in funny

[–] FreshouttaWater  0 points 26 days ago

um.....who pulled his pants down?

permalink context full comments (1213)

Tied Game  by joecooool418 in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  0 points 26 days ago

"Does milk come with that candy?"

permalink context full comments (232)

Cats Are Distrustful Toward Fruit  by fightthapower in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 26 days ago

For the first pic: after last night, that cat probably doesn't
want to ser anything even remotely resembling a banana.

permalink context full comments (179)

I found my wife's naughty drawer.  by IcculusMaximus in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 27 days ago

Just make sure she hides the "wrappers" so the kids don't
notice

permalink context full comments (500)

I finally graduated from college so my cynical dad surprised me with a homemade card...  by ERICAAAW in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 27 days ago

Very clever. You dad seems like a swell individual

permalink context full comments (272)
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Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  4 points 27 days ago

You simply saying my logic is badly flawed, is badly flawed. Care to play again, again?

permalink context full comments (49)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  5 points 27 days ago*

Oh my goodness gracious, what a terrible terrible horrific thing! You added my username to a list, and not just
any list, but a list with other usernames! What on earth will I do! This is bad, this is really really bad.

Heh, add it, even though you are wrong.

You just answered your own question above and proved this is Suburban Express. Congrats.

permalink context full comments (49)

This is fucking terrifying, but hilarious at the same time!  by Welcome_To_The_Pride in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 27 days ago

That's stupid. He just put his legs through the arms

permalink context full comments (549)

EWW! What the Hell, Bro?  by chestney in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  0 points 27 days ago

I'm totally going to try this piss trick

permalink context full comments (193)

The D is silent  by PROSTITUTE_TROOPERS in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 27 days ago

She can sure take it.

permalink context full comments (578)

I sent an email to my supervisor asking for time off. This is what he sent back to me.  by jakestrangle99 in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 27 days ago

Hahaha, I would like to work for that guy

permalink context full comments (107)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  4 points 27 days ago

Don't provide any links to /u/almostnotgraduated. Given the post he made above about the Katherine article, I
would bet my balls this is someone from Suburban Express, maybe even the owner. Not worth anyone's time,
not to mention, it appears that he is trying to "catch" people so he can sue sue some more.

permalink context full comments (49)

Cool thing I found to prevent bike theft  by FreshouttaWater in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater [S] 2 points 27 days ago

Actually, I read it detects any motion of the bike and sends you push notifications. So, if someone tries to
remove your bike, you get a jing-a-ling-a-lingle.

permalink context full comments (15)

Cool thing I found to prevent bike theft  (bikespike.com)
submitted 27 days ago by FreshouttaWater  to UIUC
15 comments share

Drew's Pizzaria tweets about giving free pizza for girls who show their boobs, Smile Politely calls them out on it,
Drew's deletes their twitter account  by fugged_up_shib in UIUC

[–] FreshouttaWater  3 points 27 days ago

I think the best pizza in Chicago is by far Lou Malnati's. When are we going to get one of those in Champaign?

permalink context full comments (68)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  4 points 28 days ago
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OP, ^ an example of why not to use Suburban Express. This is the kind of material they like to post publicly.

permalink context full comments (49)

I don't care what the teacher says, my preschooler is technically correct. The best kind of correct.  by Beave1 in
funny

[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

He was right.....this is why our education system compared to the rest of the world is going down the shitter.
We have teachers who are incompetent and unable to identify clever and intelligent young students. Bravo to
this preschooler, shame on this uninspiring teacher.

permalink context full comments (1249)

What Weekend is Halloween Celebrated on?  by hookahchampiun in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  -2 points 28 days ago

I think most people do it the weekend before...

But Thursday night is one of the biggest "going out" nights in Chambana since most Juniors and Seniors don't
have Friday classes, so I would expect Thursday night to be bumpin'

permalink context full comments (7)

Best way to get from West Suburbs to UC?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 28 days ago*

Take the Metra to Union Station, then the Amtrak to CU. Amtrak has huge seats, outlets, and is pretty damn
quick (just over 2 hours...no bs traffic). It will also only be $15 for certain rides.

I did it from the NW burbs last weekend.

permalink context full comments (3)

I got a new spoiler on my car  by sarge101 in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

Is that also a keyhole for your gas tank? What are you hiding in there? Please hurt yourself.

permalink context full comments (257)

Dog likes this beat...  by [deleted]in videos
[–] FreshouttaWater  3 points 28 days ago

Looks like he is "staying alive"

permalink context full comments (206)
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sorted by: 

Sheet music from hell...Is it even possible to play this?  by
HungLikeWalrus in WTF

[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

Does anyone have a video of anyone actually playing this?

permalink context full comments (1787)

rush (fraternity)  by dd615 in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  -1 points 28 days ago

Going to a house 3-4 times is not enough...especially if they
are only parties that are at night. You need to hang out with
the brothers during the day. Find things in common. Also,
like u/Not_a_communist said, tell the rush chair you are
serious.

permalink context full comments (9)

Is it too late to rush?  by Withcy in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  0 points 28 days ago

It depends on the size of the house. Some of the smaller
houses are done (from my friends who got bids), but others
that are large sometimes go until late September.

permalink context full comments (5)

Look what gem i found on the internet  by [deleted]in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  0 points 28 days ago

They are fake. They sell them on eBay

permalink context full comments (2)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  3 points 28 days ago

It was relating to SLS

permalink context full comments (49)

This, right here is just hilarious  by LordRekrus in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

That is amazing! I just started school away from home, but I
would totally get that for my dog!

permalink context full comments (97)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  3 points 28 days ago

I think we agree to disagree. Not everything is always
"extremely clear cut". Every student should have the right to
a defense. Also, lawyers have fought (and I believe won)
against Suburban Express and SLS have spoken out against
Suburban Express as seen here:

http://www.dailyillini.com/news/campus/article_026b7ab0-
a89e-11e2-a046-001a4bcf6878.html

I also don't know of any other companies that have sued
120+ of its customers.

permalink context full comments (49)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
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[–] FreshouttaWater  5 points 28 days ago

While I wish I could agree with you, I have read the articles on Suburban Express. How can you justify suing
students in Ford County which has zero relation to the company or the student(s) being sued?

permalink context full comments (49)

Worlds most awkward toilet (Fixed)  by [deleted]in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

The ones in Amsterdam make me feel like I am going to get AIDS.

permalink context full comments (2)

I live in northern Illinois, we are a very cultured people.  by smokesinquantity in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

Fucking Rockford, lol.

permalink context full comments (2223)

Are we living in opposite day?  by ffguy30 in AdviceAnimals
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 28 days ago

Gotta love Urmerica!

permalink context full comments (1359)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] FreshouttaWater  9 points 28 days ago

OP,

Here is the first threatening letter Suburban Express had its lawyer sent to the /r/uiuc reddit moderator:

http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1d3qqc/my_correspondence_with_suburban_expresss_lawyer/

Here is the second:

http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1h25xd/more_legal_threats_from_suburban_express_letter/

permalink context full comments (49)

Differences between first day of high school and first day of college.  by murtburternie in funny
[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 1 month ago

Indubitably.

permalink context full comments (87)

I started chatting with a local police officer today, and asked him what I could do to let my parents know I was
having a good time at my first day of college. He suggested taking this photo.  by kashaanm in funny

[–] FreshouttaWater  1 point 1 month ago

Give me 24 hours.

permalink context full comments (1524)
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I think Suburban Express posted these flyers about

me  (i.imgur.com)
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94 comments share

all 94 comments
sorted by:

[–] FreshouttaWater  72 points 8 hours ago

File a police report, they have access to the cameras.

Dennis' page on you will show he had motive.

permalink

[–] wchill  31 points 8 hours ago

Maybe finally this madness will stop. Thank god

permalink parent

[–] ac_slat3r  25 points 8 hours ago

oh gawd, that would make my week if they caught

scumbag Dennis on camera posting this fliers! Not only

could he possibly be "banned" from campus or given a

trespassing warning, hopefully this constitutes legal

harassment and he gets into some real trouble.

permalink parent

[–] fluttershy91  15 points 6 hours ago

uf you have advice to OP, pm it to him. Dennis will likely

be seeing your advice before OP does. catch him with

his guard down.

Also, hi dennis

permalink parent

[–] FreshouttaWater  4 points 6 hours

ago

I'm not Dennis. Many can vouch for that.

permalink parent

[–] fluttershy91  10 points 6 hours ago*

no no no, im not saying you are dennis, Im

saying dennis is on here lurking so much he

probably sees responses to OP's posts before

OP does. I'm saying you should PM OP to

prevent Dennis from seeing your advice. The "hi

dennis" was not directed at you, but at dennis

who is most likely lurking/reading this

conversation

permalink parent

Submit a new link

Submit a new text post

Don't ride Suburban Express! They've sued hundreds of their
customers, threatened the mods with legal action, have

terrible reviews, and more.
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best
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Undergrad, CS '17
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[–] FreshouttaWater  3

points 6 hours ago

Ohh agreed!

permalink parent

[–] JQuilty  3 points 1 hour ago

And if its shown to be him, sue the fucker for

defamation. Its long past due someone pecker-smacked

him and brought him back to earth from this power trip.

permalink parent

[–] Throw4UnpopularPosts  1 point 43 minutes ago

As immature and unprofessional as this is, I believe he

is protected by the First Ammendment

permalink parent

[–] Gulugawa [S] 26 points 8 hours ago

These flyers were in Everitt and Altgeld, and there might be

more in other locations.

permalink

[–] neckbeard_caesar  68 points 5 hours ago

If he's looking to affect your sex life, he chose some

poor locations.

permalink parent

[–] popraaqs  10 points 4 hours ago

Found one in the Armory

permalink parent

[–] AlmostGrad100  3 points 1 hour ago

From the comments, these were in Everitt, Altgeld,

Gregory, and Armory. The cameras in at least one of

these locations must have information. Are these

buildings open all night? If not, someone might seen

him. If anyone saw him, please PM OP.

permalink parent

[–] wchill  16 points 6 hours ago

I shot /u/KenPopehat an email since he helped us out once

before. Who's to say that Dennis won't try this with anyone

else? I mean, if he was crazy enough to post up this kind of

shit in Altgeld/Everitt, where a lot of engineers will be, he

might do something equally horrible with another redditor

who Dennis has/will dox.

permalink

[–] FreshouttaWater  27 points 8 hours ago*

Suburban Express is claiming Bharat did it!!

http://www.suburbanexpress.com/bharatponnaluri/

http://i.imgur.com/qSWO5VO.jpg

permalink

[–] eamus_catuli  17 points 7 hours ago

Grad Student, CS
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Finance '00, J.D. '03



Love the little "This isn't slander! Please don't sue us!"

disclaimer at the end of that.

permalink parent

[–] AlmostGrad100  13 points 7 hours ago*

Also, the use of "we" and "our" by a company with one employee.

permalink parent

[–] Korist  5 points 6 hours ago

Hey, companies are people, too!

permalink parent

[–] DavBroChill  2 points 4 hours ago

*corporations are people, not all companies.

permalink parent

[–] wchill  8 points 8 hours ago

He even got the date wrong, lulz.

permalink parent

[–] cosmicosmo4  10 points 6 hours ago

It's the old time-travel alibi.

"Where were you on Oct 8th?"

"I was on October 18th on the 8th, Officer."

permalink parent

[–] MelloRelic  9 points 6 hours ago

Aren't those flyers blue?

permalink parent

[–] wchill  9 points 6 hours ago

Good catch. Good thing we have screenshots.

permalink parent

[–] fluttershy91  7 points 4 hours ago

I don't buy it. The disclaimer at the bottom translates into, "we made this entire thing up to discredit him"

permalink parent

[–] Riddlr  11 points 8 hours ago

wow, just wow.

any backstory with them? just curious.

permalink

[–] Gulugawa [S] 30 points 8 hours ago

I have been frequently calling out Suburban Express on their business practices and attempts to harass

Reddit and Wikipedia.

He also has a page about me and has recently harassed me with several throwaways on Reddit.

http://www.suburbanexpress.com/bharatponnaluri/

permalink parent

[–] thencomesdudley  23 points 8 hours ago

Screencapping someone's entire reddit history is a completely sane & normal thing to do. Nope,

nothing unreasonable about that at all.

.
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permalink parent

[–] wchill  8 points 8 hours ago

I hope you're screen capping all of the stuff that's being said here as well

permalink parent

[–] phunkystuff  5 points 8 hours ago*

yea hope you have screens of all the shit dennis has flung. if not, start capping them now. I'm sure

you'll have more than substantial evidence in like a day.

I don't know how ip addresses work and stuff but would be useful to get those too.

Please sue this idiot. i'm tired of seeing his raging streisand ass everywhere

permalink parent

[–] kvan15  3 points 4 hours ago

so did you go into the office with the flyers? since they claim to have video of that happening

permalink parent

[–] Gulugawa [S] 9 points 3 hours ago

Sort of. After taking down the flyers in Everitt, I walked to the Suburban Express office, propped

open the door and put a copy of the flyer inside.

permalink parent

[–] fuk_dapolice  4 points 1 hour ago

collect all of this and go to the police fa real

permalink parent

[–] CavemanDa3  3 points 1 hour ago

Take it from /u/fuk_dapolice he knows how to handle the Cops! haha

permalink parent

[–] CavemanDa3  11 points 8 hours ago

Could either be a prank from some troll, or Dennis himself. We need to get some proof and nail whoever the

hell did this, Gulu don't need this shit

permalink

[–] FreshouttaWater  8 points 8 hours ago

Did anyone see ANYTHING? If they did, you should message the OP.

permalink parent

[–] LifeOfRyan  21 points 8 hours ago

This poster showed up the same day as a suburban express poster in my classroom in the armory so I don't

think there's any doubt as to who posted these

permalink

[–] eldigg  8 points 8 hours ago

What the fuck

permalink

[–] txchainsawmascaraxx  10 points 7 hours ago

What the actual fuck? This is disgusting. I'm sorry this happened. :(

permalink

[–] MelloRelic  8 points 7 hours ago

O_O wow....what the actual fuck....

permalink
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[–] The_Planet_Saturn  8 points 6 hours ago

This is incredibly creepy. And confusing. How the hell is Suburban still in business when they do shit like this?

You should post a flyer next these explaining whats going on, so people seeing them know what kind of a shitty

business Suburban is.

permalink

[–] darkassin  8 points 2 hours ago

Well, my days of not taking Dennis Toeppen seriously are certainly coming to a middle.

permalink

[–] slix00  7 points 7 hours ago

You're famous! :D

permalink

[–] TurboDog999  7 points 6 hours ago

That's terrible. I encourage friends still at UIUC to ride Trailways instead, for BS like this. I never had a

problem with them. I hope everyone quits riding Suburban Express.

permalink

[–] FreshouttaWater  6 points 3 hours ago

Someone should post this in http://www.reddit.com/r/anonymous with all of the links to Suburban Express

permalink

[–] Gulugawa [S] 8 points 2 hours ago

As much as I don't like Suburban Express, I do not want an unaccountable hacktivist group to get

involved.

permalink parent

[–] AlmostGrad100  3 points 1 hour ago

I would be more inclined to post in /r/law to ask what kind of charges could be brought against the

Suburban Express guy by you, Campus Police, and the university.

permalink parent

[–] briandiddy  5 points 4 hours ago

This doesn't make sense to me. Why would a bus company this? And how the hell do you know it's them?

permalink

[–] c_programmer  8 points 3 hours ago

It is well known that Dennis (the owner of SE) has the maturity of a nine-year-old and does pointless

things. He's probably the most hated person in the town, and for good reason. Also, he never claimed to

know they did it, he thinks they did.

permalink parent

[–] fuk_dapolice  4 points 1 hour ago

because the guy is literally crazy

permalink parent

[–] I_Will_Penetrate  0 points 31 minutes ago

Basically what they said lol. I've seen him turn down apps just because he thought people were too fat.

I've heard him talk about how he likes to ride a bike and almost hit asians because they apologize even

though he's clearly in the fault. This guy is 100% psycho and legit needs to be under some sort of watch

program.

permalink parent

[–] AlmostGrad100  5 points 29 minutes ago
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OP, I think you should also consult a lawyer (Student Legal Service seems the obvious choice; they are familiar

with Suburban Express and its activities). The university hasn't done anything about this issue till now, but now

the Suburban Express guy is defacing public/university property and using university resources like

noticeboards in campus buildings to harass and intimidate students. This should be reported to someone in the

university administration, though I am not sure who is the correct person. UIUC has a duty to protect its

students from harassment, and not be passive and refuse to do anything because they fear lawsuits.

I would have suggested ISS too, but after their lip-service-only performance last time ("we will write to the

Attorney General" - something from which nothing ever materialized), I don't know if approaching them will be

worth your time.

If a prospective undergraduate/graduate student or faculty were visiting, and saw those flyers, it wouldn't

reflect well on the university. This is much more hurtful to the university's image than the ads he keeps posting

in classrooms and noticeboards despite being told not to. It is high time the university at least acknowledges

this menace, and imposes sanctions on him and his company's operations on campus.

permalink

[–] muwa  17 points 8 hours ago

Isn't this legally considered slander?

permalink

[–] FreshouttaWater  32 points 8 hours ago

No, I believe it is harassment

permalink parent

[–] muwa  7 points 8 hours ago

why not both?

permalink parent

[–] RotomThunder  20 points 8 hours ago

Slander (to the best of my knowledge, IANAL) is when you make a false statement about another

person. This statement is neither true nor false because it is a command/request

permalink parent

[–] UncleSlippyFist  6 points 4 hours ago

"I command you to have sex with this guy."

-Suburban "Technically Not Slander" Express

permalink parent

[–] JQuilty  2 points 1 hour ago

Note: Slander is verbal. Libel is widespread, so in print or on TV/radio/whatever. In libel

cases, damage is also assumed.

I don't think this would qualify as libel, but certainly defamation and harassment.

permalink parent

[–] muwa  3 points 35 minutes ago

Defamation was definitely the word I was looking for.

permalink parent

[–] OttoBaynes  5 points 3 hours ago

Does this guy just not care how badly he's affecting his own business? I've already convinced many others to

take Peoria over Suburban because of his behavior, and next time it comes up in conversation I just have more

ammunition to add against him.

This guy's whack.

permalink

[–] vamsi93  4 points 3 hours ago

I'm a big boy now
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I'm so fucking confused by everything in this thread.

ELI5: What the fuck is going on?

permalink

[–] wanna_hang_out  6 points 2 hours ago

tl;dr Childish bus company owner with a history of doing childish things (see the top bar) does another

childish thing, possibly.

permalink parent

[–] fuk_dapolice  5 points 1 hour ago

I wouldn't even say it's childish, it's fucking insane. The guy is seriously psycho crazy. He reminds of

Amy, from Amy's Baking Company.

permalink parent

[–] MileS111  4 points 2 hours ago

that disclaimer is brilliant

permalink

[–] undecided32  2 points 2 hours ago

I saw these flyers in Greg Hall (before reading this thread) and was tempted to rip the off because they

seemed inappropriate. However, I was with a large group of people and didn't want to seem weird.

When I go back, I'll be sure to rip off the Suburban Express ads and this one.

How did SE find out this redditor's name? Creepy.

permalink

[–] kvan15  3 points 7 hours ago

so either OP or SE is gonna get so much backlash, depending on what actually happened.

permalink

[–] wchill  15 points 7 hours ago

Somehow I doubt OP did it. I actually know him.

permalink parent

[–] c_programmer  7 points 3 hours ago

I know him as well and concur.

permalink parent

[–] dawidowmaka  6 points 2 hours ago

There is zero chance OP did it. OP is not the type of person who would post flyers saying he needs a

sex life.

permalink parent

[–] AlmostGrad100  2 points 1 hour ago

I don't think anyone would post flyers like that about themselves (and sane, reasonable people

wouldn't do it to others either).

permalink parent

[–] downvotemeifumust  -3 points 1 hour ago

Ok, but maybe OP put this stuff up to stir things up. I mean, wtf did he go by their office for with

posters?

permalink parent

[–] fuk_dapolice  3 points 1 hour ago

no he went by the office with the flyers

permalink parent
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[–] DennisthePennis  2 points 6 hours ago

Pennis is back!

permalink

[–] MarineOnDope  -2 points 2 hours ago

On one hand, that's actually pretty boss. I hope some ladies take Dennis's advice.

permalink

[–] Richie77727  -15 points 7 hours ago

Not that I don't feel for you, because this sucks, but maybe we've all learned a lesson about using the internet.

Don't post shit that could possibly backfire from an account that could lead to your person.

permalink

[–] wchill  5 points 6 hours ago

If only it were that simple. Sadly, it's not.

permalink parent

[–] hooloovoo666  -2 points 12 minutes ago

Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you Bharat in all his finest... http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=RZabDWByiPM&feature=youtu.be

permalink

[–] FreshouttaWater  2 points 2 minutes ago

Holy. Shit. This is really fucking scary. If this is Dennis, you are literally loony bin bat shit mentally ill.

permalink parent

[–] [deleted] 8 hours ago

[deleted]

permalink

[–] sillybear25  9 points 6 hours ago

Hi Dennis!

permalink parent

[–] Gulugawa [S] 19 points 8 hours ago

Thanks for the evidence, you are making it significantly easier to prove that Dennis Toeppen is responsible

for the flyers.

permalink parent

[–] mtlyoshi9  5 points 3 hours ago

Post was deleted. What'd he say this time?

permalink parent

[–] tehsusenoh  7 points 2 hours ago*

Here's a screenshot from unedditreddit.

And the other comment.

permalink parent

[–] mtlyoshi9  3 points 1 hour ago

unedditreddit is a thing? That's awesome. Thank you!

permalink parent

[–] tehsusenoh  5 points 1 hour ago
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Yes, although it's not sanctioned by Reddit whatsoever. It also costs $3.99 a month to

use, and it's limited to Firefox (as Reddit forced Google to remove it from Chrome). I'm

not suggesting everyone go out and buy it, of course, but I bought it just to recover those

two comments, and probably won't renew.

permalink parent

[–] cecikierk  4 points 34 minutes ago

Have some gold.

permalink parent

[–] tehsusenoh  3 points 33 minutes ago

Wow, thanks!

permalink parent

[–] mtlyoshi9  3 points 54 minutes ago

Well thank you for your contribution!

permalink parent

[–] kvan15  2 points 3 hours ago

something along the lines of "maybe now you will pop your cherry"

permalink parent

[–] OptionalStick3  12 points 7 hours ago

"Redditor for 0 days"..... _

permalink parent

[–] FreshouttaWater  13 points 8 hours ago*

Dennis, given your continued posts about and obsession with sex, one can only deduce you are sexually

frustrated.

permalink parent

[–] I_Will_Penetrate  0 points 13 minutes ago

Probably is. He used to talk a lot about how much he wanted to bone the students around campus...

permalink parent

[–] [deleted] 8 hours ago

[deleted]

permalink parent

[–] FreshouttaWater  13 points 8 hours ago

Let's let the cameras show who did it :-)

permalink parent

[–] fluttershy91  7 points 5 hours ago

redditor for 3 hours

Yeah, I'm sure you aren't Dennis . You just had to make an account to make fun of OP. And it just so

happens, this is not the first second, third, or even fourth time a redditor's first few comments are on

a suburban express post either defending suburban express or harassing the person pointing out what

they you do.

Hope your day is as nice as you are, Dennis

permalink parent
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